1. Write the collaboration policy in your own words. Turn this in with your signed collaboration policy at the beginning of class on Friday.

2. If you have a local machine, install G3D on it (http://g3d.cs.williams.edu/g3d/www/index.html). If you have any problems installing it, note what it was. We'll be going over G3D installation and Cubes at lab on Friday, so if you have any problems we can diagnose them then.

3. Look at Piazza for posting in the hw1 tag. Then think of some visual phenomenon (e.g., why is sunset red? Why does wood look different when it's polished?) not listed there, and that you do not know how to explain.

4. Make a posting on Piazza with the "hw1" tag, describing your visual phenomenon. Don't post the same thing as anyone else!